Standards of quality for Design Partners
Pattern Design has set up standards of quality to guarantee the specified quality and
transmission liability of the designs offered on the Pattern Design online library. The following
criteria is part of the contract and has to be accomplished in order to offer at Pattern Design:
Creation of the design:
- Optionally with Adobe Illustrator (.ai), CorelDRAW, Gimp or other vector programs
- Document colormode should be Standard RGB (sRGB)
- Place original repeating tile of the design onto the artboard (artboard should be the same
size as the repeating tile)
- Transfer all brush- or border-effects to paths
- Delete all empty paths without filling or border
- Don't lock the layers of your SVG-file.
- There should be no objects outside the artboard of your SVG-file.
- Do not rasterize objects
- Do not embed or link to pixel images (limits advantages of vector-files)
- Check if repeat has seamless and smooth edges
correct:

wrong:

- Check if repeat is not too obvious
correct:

wrong:

Saving the design:
- Vector file in the .SVG file format
- In case you want to offer the design with other colorways, you have to upload a .SVG-File for
each color version.
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Upload of the design:
- Please upload your designs directly from your personal account on patterndesigns.com. To
further enhance your sales you can use the given option to put some texts and keywords for
each design.
Legal Note:
- You have to be the author of the design
- You must not use logos, trade marks or other protected elements for/in your designs
- For further information please revert to the licence agreement
PLEASE NOTE: In case that the design does not meet the above mentioned standards of
quality, Pattern Design will refuse it and state the reasons for the refusal.
For any questions please contact the Pattern Design team: design@patterndesigns.com
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